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The next fantasy RPG, The Legend of Heroes: Trails of
Cold Steel Ⅱ, will be released worldwide for the PS Vita in
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January 2017. To prepare for the release, we are
currently unveiling a series of entertaining contents, and

we are calling upon players all over the world to write
and draw your thoughts on the system. By having users
come up with their thoughts, we plan to craft content

that resonates with players all over the world. ■
Commentary by over 20 users all over the world Users

have come up with the following ideas: ■ The Story
When the Elden Kingdom was destroyed, the magic of

the Elden Ring was ruined and people lost their
memories. Meanwhile, a new empire called the
Principality appeared, which spread and grew

unrestrained throughout the Lands Between. Now, the
Elden Ring has once again awakened and it has become

capable of killing all the people on this earth. It is a
game that lets players experience a new fantasy

adventure. ■ Creating the Character We also hope you
will write what the character you will be in this fantasy
world looks like. Of course, it will be highly entertaining
and we look forward to your comments and illustrations!
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■ Art by over 6 users Members of the Planning Team
are also drawing pictures to inspire the design of the

characters and the various environments. The
Department of Art Members are calling upon illustrators
all over the world to create character illustrations that
take on the attitude of the latest generation. For more
information on the project, please go to the following

URL: About The Legend of Heroes: Trails of Cold Steel Ⅱ
The Legend of Heroes: Trails of Cold Steel Ⅱ is a fantasy
RPG released for the PS Vita in January 2017. The game

has been designed with extensive involvement from
players, and allows players to experience the rich and in-

depth world of the Trails of Cold Steel series. ■ Main
Features * An expansive world where you must solve the
mystery of the Lands Between. * The story, combat, and
dungeon designs are completely different from those of
previous entries, with over 50 hours of gameplay. * The
main character is Torehisa Fujimaru, a young man who

must solve the mystery of the past that has engulfed his
family. * The gameplay can be enjoyed with or without
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the PlayStation TV. * The game offers a new interactive
dialogue system with

Elden Ring Features Key:
Walk freely in a vast open world where you can freely travel across different areas to grow your

character.
Amidst this world, there are various dungeons with different challenges where you will be

attacked by monsters and captured.
A brand-new music system implemented called Mudo featuring original compositions with a

musical style that feels new to the MMORPG genre
Customize the appearance of your character, such as enhancing its strength and weapon and

armor
A vast world that includes diverse quests, dozens of monsters, and any kind of assets you can

imagine. Your character will have its own story in a different world.
All regions have different specialties, showcasing an explosive atmosphere as you wander

around in the Lands Between
High-quality graphics are applied throughout the game, delivering a unique and sophisticated

visual experience.
An awesome online communication system where players can meet to socialize, share feelings,

and battle with other players in various ways.
A new battle system with new features but the classic action RPG combat that keeps the action

exciting.
A wide range of new items that fit your play style, such as weapons, armor, potions, utility

items and much more.
The game will feature new abilities that allow each class to be a rare option to adventurers with

exceptional combat potential.
Wizards and lords will have new spells and abilities that they can create as they develop their

characters.
Character growth is determined in the Main Tale by increased action as well as characters’

experience, and you can level up your characters quite easily to gain new benefits and
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strengthen their party, such as enhancing offensive capabilities.
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